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1- A person who acts for the affairs of other people in business is called..............
1. Agent

2. leader

3. Trainee

4. instructor

2- The educational institutions that are too centralized usually have a lot of……….problems.
1. Administrative

2. administration

3. administer

4. administrator

3- The college of management has trained many of their……..
1. administration

2. administrators

3. administrative

4. commissioner

4- Your school has some problems because it is……..
1. Operated

2. accomplished

3. Centralized

4. introduced

5- There is a definite and positive relationship between …………..and leadership.
1. Superintendent

2. planning

3. education

4. intelligence

6- She is a member of the …………….board of the institution.
1. Counselor

2. command

3. Governing

4. guidance

7- The committee decided to solve the problem of……….and curricular activities of students.
1. Personnel

2. extracurricular

3. Political

4. guidance

8- The central purpose of administration in any organization is that of………………….. the efforts of

people toward the achievement of its goals.
1. Appropriate

2. development

3. Enhancement

4. co-ordinating

9- All the managers know that various dimensions of development are ………….
1. Implementing

2. responsiveness

3. Developmental

4. complementary

10- The main problems of many underdeveloped countries are Subsistence and ……….
1. Antecedent

2. assumption

3. poverty

4. dissemination

11- They sll remember the great ...................of the 1930s.
1. policy
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2. recession

3. strategy
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12- The government’s economic………….were not a success.
1. Strategies

2. documents

3. workers

4. stakeholders

3. instructions

4. domains

13- She followed the ………….step by step.
1. Orientations

2. modalities

14- The individuals employed in a public office or a firm is called…………
1. Personnel

2. boards

3. Populations

4. personal

15- Our university is very poor in library…………..
1. Systems

2. frameworks

3. Resources

4. implementations

16- She works for the employment ……….
1. Bureaucratic

2. bureau

3. Bureaucracy

4. work place

17- Education is usually a …………. services.
1. Institution

2. Community

3. Bureaucratic

4. administrative

18- The ……. age of voting is eighteen in some countries.
1. Judge

2. judgment

3. Law

4. legal

19- The………..instute for educaonal planning was set up in the 1960s.
1. National

2. intended

3. system

4. inter

20- The manager allocated each of us our task .

What is the meaning of "allocated " in this sentence ?
1. action of being

2. assign something

3. action of present

4. sevice

21- Students ………. at Payam-e-nor university has increased in new term.
1. schooling

2. allocate

3. Organization

4. attendance

22- She became famous through her……..with several poets
1. Position

2. success

3. association

4. structure
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23- We have measured the car's fuel ..................
1. comsume

2. consumption

3. discriminate

4. discrimination

24- You should show …………… in your choice of friends.
1. Generalization

2. dissemination

3. Discrimination

4. resemblance

25- The comparative education is a………..of educational sciences.
1.

Branch

2.

whole

3.

guidance

4.

skill

26- Branch managers have full autonomy.

What is the meaning of "autonomy " in this sentence ?
1.

dependence

2.

independence

3.

lack of success

4.

failure

27- They are holding a meeting to discuss the area of training .What is the meaning of "area " in this

sentence ?
1.

directing

2.

Economy

3.

instruction

4.

field of study

28- Usually there is a…………..in the classification of living organisms.
1.

Content

2.

ideolpogy

3.

Hierarchy

4.

section

29- He has no command over his staff. What is the meaning of "Command" in this sentence ?
1.

Abolition

2.

custom

3.

Mastery

4.

branch

30- This system is based on the notions of personal equality and liberty.What is the meaning of

"notion ' in this sentence ?
1.

Portions
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2.

concept

3.

comaprison
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